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When I started my undergraduate studies in Mathematics at the Uni-
versidad Central de Venezuela (UCV) in Caracas, back in January 1971,
Mischa was already a legend in the Department. He had been there roughly
for a year, in the late sixties, after leaving the Universidad de Buenos Aires
due to the military intervention by Ongania’s dictatorship. He came back
to Caracas a little bit later after having been at Rutgers University and
Université de Nice, and stayed there until 2002. I met him several times at
the Department but it was not until I had the privilege to take functional
analysis with him that I started to realized who Mischa Cotlar was. For
that course his book Espacios Normados (with R. Cignoli.Vol I and II. EU-
DEBA, 1967, 700 pages) was recommended but since not everybody could
afford to buy it, he wrote notes for the course; actually he did that for all
the courses he taught in Venezuela (graduate and undergraduate). It would
be very interesting and useful if those notes could be collected, edited and
published (I have tried for several years to get support for this project with-
out much luck so far). It was a very hard and abstract course for us. After
that course was over, which was the last requirement to get my degree, I
was very lucky that Mischa accepted to be the advisor of my undergraduate
thesis. This was my first research experience and, as you can imagine it was
unforgettable. (By the way, Cristina Pereyra was also lucky to have Mischa
as her undergraduate adviser several years later).

In 1978, when I finished my thesis on Maximal and sandwich versions of
the Hahn - Banach Theorem, the graduate program in Mathematics at the
UCV was already 2 years old. Because of Mischa’s insistence, I started my
graduate studies but I became interested in probability theory and therefore
away from Mischa’s mentoring. Nevertheless I took two functional analysis
graduate courses with Mischa, this time besides his hand written notes we
used his ”encyclopedic” Introduction to Functional Analysis (with R. Cig-
noli North Holland, 1974, 585 pages), a translated and expanded version of
Espacios Normados; and an introduction to Fourier analysis with Cora Sa-
dosky, his collaborator for more than 30 years (at that time she was writing
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her book in singular integrals). These three courses were, of course, very im-
portant for my background. But when I went to the University of Minnesota
to get my PhD degree, in 1983, I went back to analysis and to Mischa’s ter-
ritory. Eugene Fabes, my adviser in Minnepolis, was a long time admirer of
Mischa (he even had a picture of Mischa in his office) and I started working
in singular integrals, a topic where Mischa made important contributions
back in the 50’s when he was student of A. Zygmung in Chicago (his famous
articles in Revista Matematica Cuyana, Vol 1, No. 1). Gene Fabes, had
also been Zygmund’s student, thus in more that one way I am part of the
Calderón-Zygmund school.

When I returned to Venezuela in 1989, Mischa had developed a strong
group in operator theory, or better said, harmonic analysis applied to oper-
ator theory, topic that became the main focus of his research interest since
late 70’s. That group, with a seminar that had been meeting every week
since 1978, turned out to be an important reference in the field. I started
to attend the seminar even though my focus was more towards harmonic
analysis than to operator theory. Because of his proverbial modesty, Mischa
was a very singular leader for the group, to say the least, since he always
claimed that you knew more than him! I am not the right person to talk
about the importance of Mischa’s work in that direction, Cora Sadosky,
Stefania Marcantognini or Maria Dolores (Loló) Morán are much better
qualified to do that, but I must say that in harmonic analysis Cotlar’s in-
equality for singular integrals and Cotlar (-Stein) quasi-orthogonality result
are fundamental. In any case, when we decided to organize an international
conference on harmonic analysis and operator theory to honor him for his
80th birthday, in January of 1994, instead of the 50 mathematicians that
we were expecting, there were almost 200. Laurent Schwartz, Elias Stein,
Guido Weiss, Jean-Pierre Kahane, Richard Gundy, Israel Gohberg, Ciprian
Foias, Michael Dristchel, James Rovnyak, Carlos Segovia, Eugene Fabes,
Cora Sadosky, Javier Doudandikoetxea, and many others came to honor
him in Caracas.

The last time I saw him was in Buenos Aires, in December 2005, dur-
ing the conference in honor of Carlos Segovia. He had decided to stay in
Buenos Aires in 2002, for several reasons, including the political situation
in Venezuela. He was already 94 years old but he was still very active and
lucid, he had just finished teaching a one-semester course at the Instituto
Argentino de Matemáticas (IAM), he was writing several research papers
with Cora, and he was the main organizer of an initiative for the unity
of ethics and science; but unfortunately his health had already started to
deteriorate.
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Mischa was one of the most wonderful, kindest and most generous person
that I have ever met. In March 2006, when he realized that he would not
be able to go back to Caracas, he sent me an email to New Mexico, where
I was staying as a visiting professor, to offer me his beloved piano as a gift.
His excuse was that he knew my sons had studied music. I was able to get
the piano when I was in Caracas on January 11, 2007, just five days before
he passed away, so I was unable to thank him for his invaluable gift. I want
to send him my infinite gratitude through this note. Thank you, Mischa for
everything!!
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